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Survey after
S
ft survey shows,
h
and most working people agree with the following sentiments …

“Performance
Performance appraisal
is no fun.
It feels arbitrary and unfair.”
“It’s hard to do well.”
“It is a once a year pain in the
…”.

Even hr.com agrees.
(click in the link above to access their viewpoint)
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When we ask employees
about what they want in performance management
we hear things like this …

• “I want to know what I am
supposed to do and how I am
going to be measured on itit.”
g on a
• “I want to see how I am doing
on-going basis, so that I know
where I stand long before
performance appraisal time
time.”
fair.”
• “II want it to be fair.
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But we also hear some people saying …

“Why bother with

performance appraisal
at all?”
all?
My interpretation of such comments:
–

These folks would rather use their “social skills” to get along
with / be friends with the boss, than be “accountable for
measurable” results.

–

They do not want to do structured, reviewed performance
appraisals of the people they have working for them,

• even though they like being “the boss”.
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Wh t’ th
What’s
the alternative
lt
ti …
•

Some suggestions from the trade publications and academic
literature
–
–
–
–
–

regular informal feedback sessions
“mini appraisals’ at regular intervals through out the year
peer appraisals
structured coaching
……

But none of these really address many of the objectives that
organizations are trying to achieve through performance
management
including the need to create a tangible relationship between
personal performance and performance based pay
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Back to basics … 1 of 2
What are organizations trying to achieve through performance appraisal?

1.

Relate personal performance levels
to performance
f
based
b
d pay, for
f part
of a person’s compensation (e.g.
performance based bonuses)

2.

Provide individuals with feedback
about their “level of results” delivery

3.

Clarify what individuals are
accountable for “doing” in their
g
roles
organizational
•
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Back to basics … 2 of 2
What are organizations trying to achieve through performance appraisal?

4. Identify and address the issue
of “under
under performers
performers”
5. Provide individuals with insight
g
into ways in which they can
“develop / enhance” their skills
sets
•

So they improve their
performance in this job

•

So they can increase their skills
sets and readiness for other roles
in the organization
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Let’s
Let
s sort PA objectives into sub
sub-sets
sets
Relationship between individual employees and …
“Their Boss”

Objective
j
for Performance Appraisal
pp

Clarify what individuals are accountable for “doing” in
their organizational roles
Provide individuals with on-going feedback about
th i llevell off results
their
lt d
delivery
li
Provide individuals with insight into ways in which
they can “develop / enhance” their skills sets
•
•

So they improve their performance in this job
So they can increase their skills sets and readiness for other roles in the
organization

Relate personal performance levels to performance
based compensation amounts

Identify and address the issue of “under performers”
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Financial
Management
G
Group

Directly accountable
within performance
management framework
created by Talent
Management / HR Group

Accountable
for creating
context /
f
framework

Accountable for delivery
of messages within
content / framework
created by Talent
M
Management
t / HR G
Group
Accountable for delivery
of messages within
content / framework
created by Talent
Management / HR Group
& Financial Management
Group
Accountable for
managing issue within
content / framework
created by Talent
Management / HR Group
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Talent
Management /
HR group

1. for
performance
management
and
Accountable
for creating the
financial
context /
framework

2. for skill
development
programs
and
3. for dealing
with “under
performers”
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Based on this
this, we can see that ….
Relationship between individual employees and …
“Their Boss”

Objective
j
for Performance Appraisal
pp

Clarify what individuals are accountable for “doing” in
their organizational roles
Provide individuals with on-going feedback about
th i llevell off results
their
lt d
delivery
li
Provide individuals with insight into ways in which
they can “develop / enhance” their skills sets
•
•

So they improve their performance in this job
So they can increase their skills sets and readiness for other roles in the
organization

Financial
Management
G
Group

Talent
Management /
HR group

Performance contracting best
meets these objectives ….Accountable
for creating

Directly accountable
within performance
management framework
created by Talent
Management / HR Group

context /
f
framework

Coaching, aligned with 1. for
performance
performance contracting, best
management
meets this objective ….

Accountable for delivery
of messages within
content / framework
created by Talent
M
Management
t / HR G
Group

and

Relate personal performance levels to performance
based compensation amounts

Accountable for delivery
appraisal,
when2.itforisskill
ofPerformance
messages within
Accountable
development
content / framework
for creating the
based on performance
contracting
programs
created by Talent
financial
Management
/ HR Group
context /
and regular
performance
feedback,
& Financial Management
framework
best meets this objective …. and
Group

Identify and address the issue of “under performers”

Accountable for
3. for dealing
An “under
performer management
managing
issue within
with “under
content
/
framework
performers”
program”, aligned with performance
created by Talent
feedback,
Management
/ HR best
Group meets this objective
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Just what is performance contracting?
It starts with …

• A “look ahead” dialogue
g between a
boss and an employee in which they
agree on:
– the 5 to 7 “items” which for the employee is
accountable in the “performance period”
Why 5 to 7
Miller: “The Magical Number 7: Plus or Minus 2”

Why Accountable
– may mean that other people working for this
person are responsible for doing the actual
work
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Just what is performance contracting?
It starts with …

• Critical items that must be
included:
– the metrics which will be used to
“judge” successful delivery on
each performance area
– the ways in which these metrics
will be delivered to both the boss
and the employee
– A schedule of regular meetings
between the employee and the
performance
boss to review this p
feedback together
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Just what is performance contracting?
The agreement is formalized through a written, SIGNED contract

• The ritual of signing creates
psychological commitment
on the part of both the
employee and the boss
• The signed contract acts as a
“audit” trail with both can refer
to during the “performance
performance
period”
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Just what is performance contracting?
What other benefits come from a written, signed contract?
•

The signed contract exists
independently
depe de t y o
of bot
both e
employee
p oyee a
and
d
boss
– That is, it can survive the
“disappearance” of the boss for any
reason, e.g. sickness, promotion,
ceasing employment

•

Like any contract, it can be “renegotiated” by the agreement of both
boss and employee should
circumstances change enough to
require this

•

The process of negotiating it
it, and the
resulting signed contract, can be
examined by others in the organization
in the rare cases where a dispute
resolution process / intervention is
required
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An example of a Page from a Personal Performance Contract
(see the appendix for the complete PPC)
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•

Between Marisha
P l
Pelnez,
Fi
Financial
i l
Reporting
Coordinator

•

and her boss,
Susan Cortex,
p y
Company
Controller

•

at Widgets
g
Manufacturing
Inc. in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada
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Just what is performance contracting?
The employee and the boss get together regularly
to review the metrics based performance feedback
•

They each get the “feedback”
feedback
-

eliminates “information is power” dynamic

-

Under, normal or over performance is obvious
over the course of the performance period

-

The regular meetings promote “joint problem
solving” and “trend management” as required

-

Any resulting changes in the Personal
Performance Contract can be documented and
signed, resulting in an updated contract

-

These meetings are the perfect base for
“coaching” by the boss that is focused on the
employee’s “performance in this job”
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An example of a Page from a Personal Performance Contract Update
(see the appendix for the complete update)

Marisha and
Susan document
the results of
their June
performance
review meeting,
resulting an
update to
Marisha’s PPC
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What is the relationship between performance contracting
and performance appraisal?
•

Performance contract is “look
ahead” and “on
ahead
on-going
going”;; performance
appraisal looks back

•

pp
occurs at the
Performance appraisal
end of the performance period
– E.g. once a year or at the end of the
project … what is appropriate

•

Performance appraisal simply
summarizes what has happened
over the performance period

•

Performance appraisal relates
summarized personal performance
p y for p
performance”
to “pay
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An example of a Page from a Personal Performance Appraisal Based on a Personal
Performance Contract and Regular Performance Feedback Meetings
(see the appendix for the complete PPA)

It is easy for
Susan and
Marisha to come
to agree on the
details of the
PPA, since there
are “no
surprises” in it
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P f
Performance
Contracting
C
i vs P
Performance
f
A
Appraisal
i l
Contracting

Appraisal

Look Ahead

Looks Back

Metrics Based

Subjective Judgment Based

Lots of experience with actual results over
performance period

Unless performance contracting has been in
place

Allows Action on Feedback /
Coaching

After the Fact

Focused on Getting Valued
Results

Power Based Evaluation of
Individuals

Motivating / Inspiring

De-motivating for Most People
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Keys to Successful Implementation
•

Top to Bottom Implementation
–
–
–
–

More unique at top
Cascade down
More standardized at lower levels
Keep it simple
•
•

Start with Word documents
Integrate it into your HRIS if it is feasible and EASY

•

Don’t confuse “the system” for “the skills”
or “the dialogues”

-

Don’t leave it until year end
-

Can be started at any time
Easy to adapt to project life cycles
A performance contract can always be updated

-

Train, Motivate, Monitor and Reward

-

Support
S
pport your
o r managers with
ith an effective
effecti e
“under performance” management process
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Tie Performance Contracting
to Your Existing Performance Appraisal Process

Show people that Contracting Delivers Results
While Appraisal Delivers Rewards
May 2011
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Th k You
Thank
Y

Roelf Woldring
416-427-1567
roelf woldring@wecrut3 com
roelf.woldring@wecrut3.com
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